The Jews of Iquitos (Peru)
Rita Saccal
Description: Iquitos, a town located 1,200 miles from Lima - the capital city of Peru - is the world’s
largest city that cannot be reached by road. Located in the heart of the Amazonas, Iquitos used to be
the home of a Jewish group that travelled from Morrocos to Peru, in search of "a promised better
land". This is the fascinating story of these "self-exiles" who migrated to this hidden part of the world
pursuing the 19th century rubber boom, their beginnings, their Jewish life, the construction of a Jewish
community and their aliya to Israel.
Rita Saccal, former director of the Library of the Seminario
Rabinico Latinoamericano, is now volunteering in Fundacion
Judaica with disabled people and Javura Project, until the new
Library of Fundacion Judaica will be ready.

“If you were born a Jew genetically, wouldnt you have that instinct?” Maybe it was there,
but it makes no difference because now we are all Jews” (These were the words
pronounced by the actual President of the Sociedad Israelita de Beneficencia de Iquitos,
Mr. Jorge Abramovitz).
Over the years, this group of Jews maintained a quiet existence-maybe too quiet, since the
Jewish community of Lima ( the capital of Peru) wasn't even aware of their presence until
the 1980s, sparking a controversy over the authenticity of the Iquitos community's
Jewishness: Lima's Orthodox Jewish leaders rejected them because they considered that
they were not true members of the faith, but , the Conservative Jews patiently instructed
them in full Judaic protocol while also coordinating formal conversion ceremonies. Many
members of the Jewish Iquitos community resettled in Israel, where they made a very great
effort to learn Hebrew and assimilate into a very different cultural environment.
But lets start from the beginning.
Iquitos is located in Peru, and is the largest Peruvian rainforest, with a population
of around 380.000. It is the capital of Loreto Region and Maynas Province ,
surrounded by the Amazon River and two other smaller ones, and separated from
other cities by the vast tropical rain forest and the high Andean summits.
Iquitos is a difficult city by any measure, it is hard to reach, hard to digest and hard
to live in, buried so deep northeast into the Peruvian Amazon that you cant even
drive there, since no roads connect it to the outside world. It is 1,200 miles far from
Lima, either you must fly or hitch a ride on a cargo boat, sleeping in hammocks and
snaking through the jungle rivers for up to four days. Iquitos has always been a
neglected city of Peru, and the projects for a prosperous amazonian región , a myth
proclaimed in every political speech, remained always in the papers.
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At the beginning, the main part of the town was populated with one -story earthfloor Indian huts made of bamboo.
Since the 19th century, however, it became an industrial center because of the
rubber boom. Thousands of immigrants from around the world, mostly young single
men, became attracted to this town hoping to make their fortunes in the rubber .
The first Jew to immigrate to Loreto was Alfredo Coblentz, a German Jew who arrived in
the city of Yurimaguas, southwest of Iquitos, in 1880. In 1885, the first year of the Amazon
rubber boom, the Pinto brothers — Moises, Abraham and Jaime — immigrated to Iquitos ,
such as other 150 Sephardi Jews, mainly from Morocco, Gibraltar, Malta, Alsace,
and Manchester, named Bohabot, Bendayán, Edery, Toledano, Assayac, Cohen, Levi,
Nahmías, Sarfati, Azulay. They spoke Ladino, Hebrew and Haketia.
Ariel Segal, a Venezuelan born Israeli researcher and an expert on this subject, adds
that "They were people who had been promised a better life" while trying to explain the
reasons for such a long and exhausting journey from North Africa to Peru
These Jews achieved success in both, business and public life. Several became
mayors of the city like Victor Israel, and some started up businesses, like La casa
Israel, Khan and Cohen, Solomon Joseph and E. Strasberger, etc.
“But, who is a Jew in Lima? Who is a Jew in Iquitos? Who is a Jew in today´s complex
world? There are Orthodox, conservative, reform and Reconstructionist, Jews for Jesus,
Jews who practice Budhism, Jews whose center of identity revolves around Israel, although
they are not Israelis.
So, what is it to be a Peruvian Jew?? is it merely a matter of citizenship or also of
heritage??”
“The notion of a Jew who looks like an Indian and lives in a poor house in a small city in the
middle of the jungle, is, at best, an exotic footnote to the oficial history of Peru’s Jewry.”
What Segal explores is a more interesting topic than chronicling the existence of yet another
quaint Jewish community. His focus is the "Jewish obsession" that so possesses this group.
Despite their isolation from Jewish institutions or sacred texts, they struggle to gain a Jewish
identity that they consider is their birthright. They define themselves as members of the
“chosen people” with Jewish blood.
In Peru everyone is a mixture of natives and conquerors, but there was a great deal of Jewish
influence through the Marranos and through Columbus, who, they believed, was Jewish.
Jewish blood, Jewish race, the pride of belonging to the Jewish people and bearing a Jewish
last name is part of the historical consciousness of these descendants of Jews. These feelings
were the natural consequence of Iquitos mentality. To be a Jew in Iquitos was a privilege and
a hope.
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While some of the first immigrants only lived there for a few years, “they opened the road
for the arrival of new immigrants,” Many of them married indigenous women and those who
stayed made of Iquitos their home
Yet if their numbers are small, their story is compelling.
During a trip to Iquitos in 1948-49, the argentine israelí geologist Alfredo Rosensweig
obtained a list of 138 Jewish immigrants who had lived in that área during 1890 and 1912.
“If Iquitos is a city hidden in the jungle, its Jews are a Community hidden deeper therein”.
Everything Jewish is like this, quiet but proud, hidden but obvious” .

Unlike Lima, Iquitos community never had a rabbi, neither a synagogue or a Jewish
School. The first Israeli Society was founded and legally registered in 1909 , but it did not
have a person or a committee in charge of religión affairs. They also built the first
cemetery.
The Jewish Section of the cemetery, only half full compared to the Catholic Section , has 70
cracked and broken tombstones, and there is no color beyond the green of the long uncut
grass. But, as a journalist said, there is something inspiring about seeing a Star of David this
far into the world
In the 1950s and 1960s Jewish life almost dissapeared in Iquitos, as there was a
massive emigration to Lima. It was then that the Iquitos community slept for some
time.
It was not until the l980s that the community of Iquitos was able to reawaken . They
contacted Rabbi Guillermo Bronstein, chief rabbi of the Asociacion Judia de Lima,
who has the largest Jewish population of Peru (about 3.000). Bronstein said that he
felt curiosity for this community and that after exchanging many letters, he decided
to visit them in 1991.
That same year the Sociedad Israelita de Iquitos was officially established,
recognized by the Republic of Peru, as a religious institution open to any person
wishing to participate in the Jewish faith. Three months later they already had 90
members. Their spiritual leader was Victor Edery, the son of Abraham Edery, one
of the first immigrants, who conducted services up to his death in 2000.
Rabbi Bronstein sent photocopies of prayer books and collected works on Judaism and
helped the kehila prepare for a formal conversión by a beit din or rabbinical court.
However, the process would take a long long time.

Jorge Abramovitz , the current President of the Sociedad de Beneficencia de Iquitos, lives
four houses away from the Plaza de Armas, Iquitos's main square. The light blue painted
colonial style building with high ceilings also houses his mattress business. "The house is
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painted in the colors of Israel", he says with pride.
Abramovitz's wife, Paquita, now called Rivka, created a small zoo in the backyard.
Screaming monkeys and parrots nibbling their bananas can be seen and heard while the
congregation gathers for the Kabbalat Shabbat . The Abramovitz transformed their back
room in a synagogue in 2002 and a curtain separates this place of prayer from the rest of the
house.
The room is painted in white and a flight of stairs from the second floor leads to its
entrance. Brown colored mahogany chairs, a couple of benches with plastic seating pads, a
simple table with the flag of Israel and a board with Hebrew letters decorates the praying
hall.
Approximately 50 members gather for their prayers every Friday evening at 7 PM, as it is
the custom in the Masorti congregations in Peru .
Services start by wrapping arms around each other and singing Shalom Aleichem and
dancing. After service before they serve a great meal , they enjoy the kiddush with wine
and homemade bread. They have no rabbi, Rifka and Jorge conduct services, they are the
spiritual leaders.
The congregation began to seek their traces and in the third or fourth generation the names
of their Jewish ancestors from Morocco were found.
Since formal conversion was necessary according to the rabbinical law, after years of study,
and with the help of the Argentine born Conservative RAbbis from Lima, (Guillermo
Bronstein) , from Brooklyn ( Marcelo Bronstein), from Rabbinical Seminary in Argentina,
(Ruben Saferstein), from New York (Claudio Kupchik), from Chile (Roberto Feldman)
and other Rabbis from Israel , the few hundred people studied, practiced as Jews and
converted to Judaism.
One of the rabbis, during his visit to Iquitos, said “The jungle is not a pleasant place to
live,” “The opportunities are rather limited. People realize, they are the third generation of
a Jewish grandfather, grandmother, and so eligible to make aliyah. Many did, many
converted to Judaism and ultimately made aliyah
Nearly ten years later "the seeking for traces" ended for 98 inhabitants of Iquitos with a
festive service and ritual circumcision. A qualified Mohel travelled to Iquitos from the
United States, and a Beit din followed assisted by the rabbis .
The Mikve took place in the Lake Quistococha in Iquitos. This was the lake chosen for all
the other three conversions that followed this first one in 2003.
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These first 98 new immigrants, comprising 18 families, have emigrated to Israel in 2010,
and were taken to Beer Sheva and to Ramle.
Leah Golan, director of the Jewish
Agency department says: "We, as the Jewish Agency, bring to Israel anyone who has been
defined as being entitled to aliyah - that is, anyone who has been recognised as a Jew by the
chief rabbinate or the interior ministry.
In December 2005 Bronstein presided over a second beit din together wih his brother Rabbi
Marcelo, Rabbi Ruben Saferstein and RAbbi Roberto Feldman . They evaluated around
180 candidates from Iquitos and neighboring regions.
In February 2009 the kehila received a Torah scroll over 100 years old which had been
rescued from Nazi Germany, brought to Iquitos by Rabbi Fabian Zaidemberg, also from
Argentina, and that had been donated by the Family Igdaloff of the Asociacion Israelita de
las Pampas.
A third beit din was held in 2011, under the supervisión of Rabbis Alex Felch (from
Chicago, but also born in Argentina) and Ruben Saferstein . The rabbis only converted
those who said were willing to emigrate to Israel immediately. “In fact there was no need
for this condition” said Rabbi David Mamo, the deputy president of the conversión court,
“because they were imbued with a love for the land Of Israel in a way that is hard to
describe”,
A second and third immigration took place in 2013 and 2014, they went mostly to Ramle.
The mayor of Ramle had visited Iquitos in 2006, in order to convince these people to travel
and live there.
Rabbi Saferstein, who has been assisting the Jews of Iquitos for 15 years, expressed hope
for another beit din and also expects to have another alyiah sometime in 2017. The
Supreme Court is already scheduled to hear the new petition.
Those who stayed in Iquitos, around 50 people – are mostly old or very young. Many are
converts, such as Carlos Puglisi, who adopted his wife’s religion, and is one of the few
Iquiteño Jews who has returned from Israel. “We need support to maintain things,” he said.
They are trying to revive the lost faith finding shelter in the b ack of Abramovitz
house. They continue to practice Judaism together, and regularly convene for High
Holidays services. In doing so they preserve their ties with their ancestors who
arrived in the Peruvian Amazon almost l40 years ago.
“We want the community to continue,” Jorge Abramovitz said. “Or at least to
maintain. There has been a community for more than a century.
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“They will continue with their Jewish identity,”. “They already have an organization. They
are smaller, but they will continue. Even if three, four or five people remain, they have the
structure, the community.”
The Iquitos Jewish community is part of Peru’s Jewish history. It is part of Latin
American Jewish history. And Jorge Abramowitz is dedicated to maintain this
culture.
The inextinguishable sparks of comunal life continue to be stoked on the edge of the
rainforest.

If you are interested in this story I suggest you watch Lorry Salcedo Mitrani's documentary
“The Fire Within”
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